Entire Website

Author's last name, Author’s first name. *Title of Website*. Version or Edition used (if needed). Publisher or Sponsor of the site (if not available, use N.p.), Date of publication (if nothing is available, use n.d.). Medium of publication (Web). Date of Access.


Specific Webpage

Author’s last name, Author’s first name. “Title of Webpage.” *Title of Website*. Version or Edition used (if needed). Publisher or Sponsor of the site (if not available, use N.p.), Date of publication (if nothing is available, use n.d.). Medium of publication (Web). Date of Access.


A Webpage with No Given Author

“Title of Webpage.” *Title of Website*. Version or Edition used (if needed). Publisher or Sponsor of the site (if not available, use N.p.), Date of publication (if nothing is available, use n.d.). Medium of publication (Web). Date of Access.


Article Retrieved from a Generic Website

Author’s last name, Author’s first name. “Title of Article.” *Title of Original Publication*. Volume number. Publication City: Original Publisher, Original Year of Publication. Page number(s). Title of Website. Web. Date Accessed.


Article Retrieved from an Electronic Database

Author’s last name, Author’s first name. "Title of Article." *Title of Periodical Publication* Volume number. Issue number (Publication Year): Page number(s). *Name of Database*. Web. Date Accessed.

Blog
Author’s last name, Author’s first name. “Title of Blog Entry." Title of Blog. Organization or Publisher. Date of Publication. Web. Date of Access.

Internet Image
Author's last name, Author’s first name. Title of Art Work. Year Completed. Type of Art. Museum Name, Museum City. Web. Date of Access.
Or
Title of Picture. Copyright Year. Organization or Publisher. Type of File. Web. Date of Access.

Notes on MLA
- When no author is provided, leave that part blank and begin with the title.
- When no page numbers are provided, insert N.pag. except for when no page number is needed in the citation.
- When no organization or publisher is provided, insert N.p.
- When no date of publication is provided, insert N.d.
- If any other data is missing and cannot be found, skip over that information and move on to the next necessary item.
- Always use the most recent copyright year listed as the year of publication unless otherwise instructed.
- If you are not able to find the website on your own (using only the information you provided) without the URL, it is probably not a credible source.
- It is never recommended that you use a source that does not list an author, but if you do, make sure you can verify any facts you use elsewhere.